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Background
For centuries, Nimmerland (and its surround-
ing minor islands) lay in relative obscurity. 
Though spitting distance from several wa-
terborne trade routes, its location (even its 
existence) was a secret kept by the derelicts, 
deserters, smugglers, pirates, and recluses 
that called it home. However, it has recently 
been “discovered” by the outside world, who 
have named it “Nimmerland,” the land that 
was “never” there. 

Nimmer Isle
Nimmer Isle is a truly scenic sylvan setting 
covered by pastoral plains and spotted with 
the occasional shimmering pond or grove of 
jubilant trees.

Wandering Monsters: Nimmer Isle
Check every 2 turns.

1. 2-8 brownies

2. 1-6 dryads

3. 1-4 elves (standard)

4. 2-8 pixies

5. 1-6 sprites

6. 1-4 stag

Nen’Ando 
This large port city to the southwest of the 
island acts as an important layover city for 
ships traveling the various trades routes 
passing near Nimmer Isle. It is quite clean 
and well-mannered for a port of its type and 
size. The city’s moniker is an elvish word 
that translates literally as “water gate.”

The “Sister Settlements”: Amras, 
Findecáno, Goldradir, and Eldárwen
These four small settlements on the north-
east edge of the isle were each founded by, 
named for, and under the governance of one 
of three siblings and a close family friend 
(human brothers Amras and Findecáno, and 
sister Eldárwen, and childhood friend Gol-
radir, an elf). Amras is a low-level fighter, 
Findecáno is an accomplished magic-user, 
Eldárwen is a cleric of some renown, and 
Goldradir is a high-level magic-user. Each 
port settlement operates as a specialized ex-
change place for the trade routes, hosting 
supplies and stores in-line with each leader’s 
area of expertise. 

Each of the sister settlements has a dock 
that hosts boats of all sizes, including those 
of local fishermen who may convinced to 
provide passage for the party the 

Lower Jungles
The Lower Jungles of Nimmerland are wet 
and dense and filled with esoteric flowers 
and fruits. There is a 50% chance any fruit 
plucked from a tree is poisonous. For all non-
poisonous fruit plucked from a tree, there is 
a 25% chance its taste is so sour as to make 
it inedible. All of the poisonous fruits in the 
Lower Jungle are ironically quite tasty.

Wandering Monsters:  
Lower Jungles of Nimmerland
Check every 2 turns.

1. 1-3 carnivorous apes

2. 1-8 bombardier or oil beetles

3. 2-24 giant centipedes

4. 1-3 crocodiles

5. 1-2 rock pythons

6. 1-3 wild boar

Upper Plains
The Upper Plains of Nimmerland play host 
to several warring tribes of hobgoblins. The 
three established tribes (the Manglers, the 
Ravagers, and the Blood Butchers) have 
had to contend with two newer tribes (the 
Breakers and the Decimators) still seeking 
to establish themselves. The five tribes actu-
ally began as a single military unit that ship-
wrecked off the western-most peninsula of 
Nimmerland.

Wandering Monsters:  
Upper Plains of Nimmerland
Check every turn.

1-2. 1-6 Blood Butchers

3-4. 1-6 Manglers

5-6. 1-6 Ravagers

7. 1-4 Breakers

8. 1-4 Decimators

9. 1-2 baboons

10. 2-8 giant driver ants

11. 1-2 giant boring beetles

12. 2-8 wild dogs

Pirates Cove
Though the outside world has only recently 
discovered Nimmerland, pirates, smugglers 
and ne’er do wells have long viewed the lo-
cation as the nerve center of these activities 
throughout the area. 

Jumbarrey 
The de facto “capitol” of the underhanded 
activity centered around Pirates Cove is 
Jumbarrey, a “wretched hive of scum and 
villainy.” Though water passage to various 
spots around the island may be secured here, 
it is likely that anyone that does secure pas-
sage will find themselves robbed and killed, 
and their bodies dumped en route.

Wandering Monsters:  
Area Around Pirates Cove
Check every 2 turns.

1-6. 1-6 buccaneers

7. 1-8 bombardier or oil beetles

8. 1 carnivorous ape

9. 1-3 giant geckos 

10. 1-6 crocodiles

11. 1-3 rock pythons

12. 1-6 wild boar

Vamwalye Forest
Vamwalye Forest is laden with a powerful 
extra-dimensional magic causing trees to 
“shift” and portals to open and close, mak-
ing navigation and mapping nearly impos-
sible, causing even the best of cartographers 
to find themselves lost. The area is, there-
fore, littered with the remains (and posses-
sions!) of the many adventurers who have 
ventured in never to exit. In the densest part 
of the forest (represented by darker hexes), 
there is a 50% chance that any party “leav-
ing” a hex is actually still in it. 

Wandering Monsters:  
Vamwalye Forest
Check every 3 turns.

1. 1-8 bombardier or oil beetles

2. 1-2 carnivorous apes

3. 2-24 giant centipedes

4. 1-8 giant spiders

5. 1-3 leopards

6. 1-3 hobgoblins

Bear Canyon
This rocky canyon saddled between the 
mountains south of Vamwalye Forest and 
the mountains northeast of Pirates Cove are 
filled with caves and caverns of all shapes 
and sizes. The three largest caves house sev-
eral clans of werebears. 
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Unlike the hobgoblins in the Upper Plains, 
the werebear clans here live in relative peace 
with one another, with strongly established 
boundaries around each clan’s territory. 

Though the clans live a peaceful co-exis-
tence, they are each associated with a sleuth 
of bears of a different type (black, brown, 
and cave.)

Wandering Monsters:  
Bear Canyon (incl. Mountains 
North and South of Canyon)
Check every 2 turns.  
Bear color/type by territory.

1. 1-3 black/1-6 brown/1-2 cave bears

2. as #1 (above) + 1-2 werebears

3. 1-2 giant eagles

4. 1-6 large spiders

5. 1-2 mountain lions

6. nil or 1-2 bugbears (50% either)

Mermaid Lagoon
The ruins on the south shore of the lagoon 
was once a great shining citadel, but is now 
a pile of crumbling rubble. 

In truth, there is a sahuagin lair in tunnels 
deep beneath the ruins. Long ago, the tribe 
living there found its way through the tun-
nels and invaded the citadel from “inside,” 
capturing and cannibalizing every last in-
habitant and scavenging the citadel for any 
and all items of worth.

Though the namesake of the lagoon, if any 
mermaids or mermen do still exist in this 
area, they are in hiding, fearing the same 
fate that befell the residents of the citadel.

Wandering Monsters:  
Area Around Mermaids Lagoon
Check every 2 turns.

1-6. 2-8 sahuagin

7. 1-8 bombardier or oil beetles

8. 1-6 crocodiles

9. 1-3 rock pythons

10. 1-4 wild boar

Aglar Bog
This cesspool of a mire is as nasty, mucky 
and disease-ridden as a bog can be. In the 
murkiest ares of the swamp (dark hexes not-
ed with “swamp” markings), there is a 25% 
chance for every 3 turns spent in the area of 
contracting some sort of disease or coming 
in contact with some form of poison (even if 
very mild or very weak).

Wandering Monsters: Aglar Bog
Check every 4 turns.

1. 1-4 crocodiles

2. 1-2 giant crocodiles

3. 1-4 giant rats

4. 2-24 giant centipedes

5. 1-2 skeletons

6. 1-2 zombie pirates

In the jungle area north of Aglar Bog lies the 
ruins of stone pyramid that once housed a 
death cult that performed thousands of hu-
man sacrifices. Though the cult is now (sup-
posedly) inactive, some spirits and skeletons 
of the cult’s victims remain in the area. 

Wandering Monsters:  
Jungle Area North of Aglar Bog
Check every 3 turns.

1. 1-3 carnivorous apes

2. 1-8 bombardier or oil beetles

3. 2-24 giant centipedes

4. 1-3 crocodiles

5. 1-2 rock pythons

6. 1-3 wild boar

7. 1-8 skeletons

8. 1-4 shadows

Smaller Surrounding Islands
Rock Island 
This rocky and desolate hump of an island 
hosts a tribe of stone giants. 

Legends and pirate tales tell of an tunnel 
that leads from the Rock Islands, under the 
channel that separates it from the mainland, 
to an access point somewhere near the edge 
of Nimmerland’s Lower Jungle.

Wandering Monsters: Rock Island
Check every turn.

50% chance of 1-4 stone giants

Gold Island 
The misleading name of this island is a joke 
perpetrated by the pirates using Jumbarrey 
as their base of operations. Rumors purport 
that these pirates’ treasure hordes are hid-
den at various points throughout the island. 
In actuality, Gold Island is infested with 
swarms of undead—an intended surprise for 
any unwitting, would-be treasure robbers.

Physically, Gold Island appears as straight-
forward as its name implies—a glowing 

yellow place that is little more than a giant 
sandbar. However, it is believed to be the 
capital of a once-great civilization, now in 
ruins buried under mounds of sand.

The undead here are possibly the product 
of a branch of the cult that operated in the 
jungle area north of Aglar Bog.

Wandering Monsters: Gold Island
Check every turn.

1. 1-2 skeletons with swords & shields

2. 1-4 skeletons with cutlasses

3. 1-6 skeletons with daggers

4. 1-4 shadows

5. 1-4 zombie pirates 

6. 1-6 zombie pirates

Skull Rock 
Though a bit of a cliché, this small island of 
the northeast shore of Nimmerland appears 
as a massive stone skull rising from the water. 
It is rumored to be the home of a reclusive, 
outrageously eccentric high-level magic-user 
consumed by “questionable” research and 
the creation of “twisted” magic items.
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